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Deliberate	practice:
Assessment	for	learning

To	Err	Is	Human	– The	Need	To	Assess	Clinical	Intelligence

Reasoning errors are common and costly
• 10% to 20% incidence of delayed, missed, and incorrect 

diagnosis
• > 100K lives lost per year

Clinical reasoning is complex
• At the bedside, parse through hundreds of datapoints to 

narrow a DDx from 1000s of hypotheses to a handful

Solutions:
• Teach the process (NAM goal #2) and knowledge
• Multipronged Assessment during case-based learning
• Challenging:

• Random nature of clinical exposures 
• Limited direct observation and coaching
• Time and resources



Clinical	Intelligence:	Process	and	Knowledge

Bowen,	NEJM,	2006	(annotated	2022)
Trowbridge	et	al.,	ACP,	2015

Textbook	Gout Predisposing conditions

Pathophysiology

Clinical consequences

Gout	illness	script



Patient Data

Problem 
representation

Recognize
System 1 - Intuitive

(pattern recognition for
hypotheses)

Don’t 
Recognize

System 2 - Analytical
(categorical approach to 

hypotheses)

Script activation 
and confirmation:

DiagnosisDual Process Theory

Combined reasoning

Slide adapted from J. Bowen and others

Knowledge	activation	and	processing



NEJM	Healer
• Data acquisition

• Evolving problem 
representations

• Evolving differential 
diagnosis

• Illness script 
confirmation

• Management
• Testing

• Treatment

• Counseling

• Referrals

• Disposition (next steps)

History Physical exam Diagnostics

Asthma
Pneumonia
Heart failure
Lung cancer
COPD 

Pneumonia
Lung cancer
COPD 

Lung cancer
COPD Lung cancer



Breaking	Down	The	Diagnostic	Process



Illness	Script	Confirmation



Management



Multiple	Forms	of	Assessment	
• Assessment of select disease 

areas and competency

• Extensive and passive case-
specific feedback

• Self-assessment of discourse 
and management



Pearls	and	Perils	of	LLM	in	Assessing	Intelligence

Problem LLM solves Pearl Peril Mitigation

Arduous content 
development

• Prolific, fast, broad expertise across 
many areas and competencies 

• Bias, inaccuracies, omissions
• Unreliable references
• Limited cognitive link in 

rationales

• “LLM consensus”
• LLM as reviewer
• Prompt engineering
• Deep review and 

editing

Assess for bias • Assesses for its own bias
• Assesses for author/learner bias

Objective 
assessment of 
discourse 

• Assess learner’s synthesis of a case 
(PRs)

• Assess management plan

Individual coaching • Real-time learner-specific feedback
• Mimics Socratic tutoring
• Ongoing growth and calibration



LLM	as	a	co-author

Human

LLM

40-60 hrs

10-15 hrs

Author draft: 10-
20 hrs
• Excludes time to 

onboard, which can 
take up to 10 hours 
of communication 
per author

Review by 
subject 
matter 

experts: 4-6 
hrs

Response to 
review: 2-4 

hrs

Editorial 
review: 6-10 

hrs
Production

Author draft: 1hr
• Excludes prompt-

engineering, which 
is only done for 1 
author (i.e., LLM)

Review by 
subject 
matter 

experts: 4-6 
hrs

Response to 
review: 1 hr

Editorial 
review: 1-2 

hrs
Production



LLM	as	a	co-author

Review

Revise

Draft

LLM Instance #1

Review

Revise

Draft

LLM Instance #2

Review

Revise

Draft

LLM Instance #3

+ + NEJM Editorial: 
Review and Final copy



LLM	as	a	co-author	– Pitfalls

LLM was asked to create patient presentations. 
Race and gender were disproportionately assigned to specific diseases

Preliminary. Thanks to Travis Zach, MD PhD



LLM	as	a	co-author	– Pitfalls

A 40-year-old @Race @Sex has complaints of progressive 
dyspnea and cough. A CT scan reveals lymphadenopathy.

Preliminary. Thanks to Travis Zach, MD PhD
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Preliminary. Thanks to Travis Zach, MD PhD



LLM	For	Assessment	of	Implicit	Bias



LLM	For	Assessment	Of	Discourse

Reduced

Lack of connection between data and 
knowledge, lack of effort to recast or 
analyze the problem, knowledge Is not 
brought to bear on the problem at hand 
(I don’t know)

Elaborated

Clear problem representation at the start, using 
numerous semantic qualifiers (abstract medical terms 
that are binary in nature), use of these qualifiers to 
justify diagnoses and compare and contrast different 
hypotheses, train of thought can be easily followed

Dispersed

Listing diagnoses in a static fashion, each finding evokes 
additional diagnoses without articulating them in the 
context of the patient as whole; knowledge is abundant, 
but the clinician cannot see the forest for the trees

Compiled

Rapid recognition of a pattern or syndrome 
and pointing to a specific cause, a quick 
search for missing elements, and treatment 
recommendations. When asked, the clinician 
can elaborate on encapsulated knowledge.

Bordage G. Elaborated Knowledge: A 
Key to Successful Diagnostic 
Thinking. Acad Med 1994; 69:883-85

“Likely 
incorrect”

“Likely 
correct”



LLM	For	Assessment	Of	Discourse	Organization



LLM	For	Assessment	Of	Discourse	Organization



LLM	For	Assessment	Of	Discourse	Organization



LLM	For	Assessment	Of	Management	Discourse



LLM	For	Tutoring



LLM	For	Tutoring



LLM	For	Tutoring



Conclusion

Summary:
• LLM can significantly accelerate content development for 

deliberate practice
• Although at risk for bias itself, LLM can assess implicit bias in a 

case presentation or medical discourse
• LLM can augment assessment of medical discourse
• LLM can provide individualized tutoring

In conclusion, careful prompt engineering and rigorous editorial 
oversight is required to safely implement LLM in the assessment of 
clinical intelligence


